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Abstract

The analysis of Lyman $\alpha$ observations in the exosphere of Mars has become limited by the assumption of spherical symmetry in the modeling process, as the models are being used to analyze increasingly detailed measurements. In order to overcome this limitation, a two-dimensional density model is presented, which better emulates the density distribution of deuterium and hydrogen atoms in the exosphere of Mars. A two-dimensional radiative transfer model developed in order to simulate multiple scattering of solar Lyman $\alpha$ photons by an asymmetric, non-isothermal hydrogen exosphere, is also presented here. The models incorporate changes in density and temperature structure of the martian atmosphere with radial distance and solar zenith angle. The 2-D models were applied to the MAVEN-IUVS echelle observations of deuterium and hydrogen Lyman $\alpha$ as well as HST Lyman $\alpha$ observations of hydrogen at Mars. The asymmetric 2-D model provided better fits to the data and smaller thermal escape rates in comparison to the symmetric 1-D model for the exosphere of Mars. However, intensity differences between both models became small above ~2.5 martian radii indicating that the exosphere of Mars approaches spherical symmetry at higher altitudes, in agreement with earlier studies. In addition, a new cross calibration of the absolute sensitivities of two instruments on the Hubble Space Telescope and the MAVEN-IUVS echelle mode is presented based on near-simultaneous observations of the geocorona and Mars.
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1. Introduction

Resonantly scattered solar Lyman α photons by martian exospheric hydrogen have been studied for decades before the transition into 21st century [Barth et al., 1969, 1971; Anderson and Hord, 1971, 1972; Babichenko et al., 1976; Dostovalov and Chuvakhin, 1973]. This Lyman α emission at 1215.67 Å was observed to extend to very high altitudes, beyond 30,000 km (~ 8.8 R$_{\text{Mars}}$) [Barth et al., 1969]. Photochemical modeling indicated that most of the exospheric H atoms originated from the photo-dissociation of water vapor by ultraviolet sunlight close to the planet’s surface [Hunten and McElroy, 1970; McElroy and Donahue, 1972; Parkinson and Hunten, 1972]. This realization piqued an interest towards understanding the properties of martian exospheric hydrogen as it could provide an insight into the disappearance of Mars’ water. Since the majority of H atoms at Mars were theorized to be escaping by the thermal mechanism of Jeans escape [Hunten, 1973, 1982], knowledge about the density distribution and the temperature of the H atoms was deemed necessary to constrain the present-day escape rate of H/H$_2$O from Mars.

Observations of the martian Lyman α emission conducted in the past decade revealed significant seasonal changes in H escape rate, with the peak escape occurring close to Mars’ southern summer solstice ($L_s = 270˚$) [Clarke et al., 2014; 2017; Chaffin et al., 2014; Bhattacharyya et al., 2015; 2017b; Romanelli et al., 2016; Halekas et al., 2017; Rahmati et al., 2017; 2018]. These large seasonal changes were not expected from earlier photochemical modeling of the martian atmosphere [Hunten 1973; Krasnopolsky 2002], and are believed to be a result of a combination of atmospheric upwelling and dust storm activity lifting water vapor to higher altitudes around Mars’ perihelion [Chaffin et al., 2017; Fedorova et al., 2017; Heavens et al., 2018; Clarke, 2018]. This discovery has implications for understanding the water escape history of Mars. Analysis of the observations also revealed the possibility of the presence of an energetic population of hydrogen along with thermal H in the martian exosphere, which could increase (~factor of 2) the present-day escape rate of hydrogen from Mars [Chaufray et al., 2008; Bhattacharyya et al., 2017a]. More recently, an enhancement in martian hydrogen escape was also detected by the Imaging Ultraviolet Instrument (IUVS) [McCintock et al., 2015] onboard the Mars Atmosphere Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) spacecraft during a series of strong solar flare events and a coronal mass ejection that swept past Mars [Mayyasi et al., 2018]. These findings about the martian exosphere in the past decade indicate that the water escape scenario at Mars is complicated, and
all the significant factors that influence hydrogen escape at Mars have to be modeled, analyzed and studied in detail before an accurate estimate of the timeline of Mars’s water loss is made.

Lyman $\alpha$ emission from deuterium at 1215.33 Å, the heavier isotope of hydrogen, on the other hand, has only recently been studied in detail to determine the D/H ratio at Mars [Clarke et al., 2017; Mayyasi et al., 2017b; 2019]. The deuterium to hydrogen ratio is a good indicator of a planet’s water loss in the past through atmospheric escape. The lightest gases from every terrestrial planet in our solar system are slowly evaporating into space. In the case of hydrogen and its heavier isotope deuterium, hydrogen is escaping much faster than deuterium due to the difference in their masses. Such an escape imbalance over long periods of time would enhance the D/H ratio in a planet’s atmosphere, thereby providing an estimate of the amount of atmosphere that has escaped the planet [Bertaux et al., 1993; Krasnopolsky et al., 1998].

Global measurements of D/H ratio through observations of HDO and H$_2$O in the martian atmosphere revealed it to be $6 \pm 3$ times higher than the standard mean ocean water (SMOW) value ($1.5576 \times 10^{-4}$) [Owen et al., 1988] indicating an extended history of atmospheric escape from Mars. A more recent measurement of the martian D/H ratio by the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) constrained it to be $3 \pm 0.2 \times$ SMOW [Mahaffy et al., 2015b]. Further measurement of D/H from observations of H$_2$O and HDO indicated large latitudinal variations with enhancements of $\sim 7$ times SMOW in certain areas, which lent further support to the earlier conclusion of bulk atmospheric loss from Mars [Villanueva et al., 2015]. However, all these measurements were confined to the lower atmosphere (below an altitude of $\sim 60$ km) and were indirect estimates of the D/H ratio through HDO and H$_2$O observations, with the assumption that HDO and H$_2$O are the major sources of D and H atoms in the martian exosphere. Observations of martian exospheric deuterium Lyman $\alpha$ emission (1215.33 Å) with the IUVS-echelle instrument onboard MAVEN over two Mars years, revealed that deuterium exhibits large seasonal variations like hydrogen, with its peak close to southern summer solstice [Clarke et al., 2017; Mayyasi et al., 2017b; 2019]. This might result in a different D/H ratio for the upper atmosphere. Therefore, it is imperative to combine the deuterium and hydrogen observations with MAVEN and the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) taken in the past decade and use the most advanced modeling techniques in order to obtain the martian exospheric D/H value so as to put accurate constraints on the water and atmospheric loss incurred by Mars over its 4.5-billion-year existence.
The MAVEN spacecraft has been in orbit around Mars from September 2014. Since then its various suite of instruments has been studying the martian atmosphere. Images of the Lyman $\alpha$ emission from hydrogen in the martian exosphere have revealed it to be spherically asymmetric in structure [Chaffin et al., 2015]. Similar findings were made with HST [Bhattacharyya et al., 2017a] and Mars Express (MEX) [Holmström, 2006] which found the hydrogen exosphere at Mars to be spherically asymmetric below 2.5 martian radii (~8500 km). The Neutral Gas and Ion Mass Spectrometer (NGIMS) [Mahaffy et al., 2015a] onboard MAVEN has measured atmospheric temperature differences of $> 100$ K between the day and the night side of Mars [Stone et al., 2018].

The MAVEN spacecraft, which had an apoapse of ~6000 km and periapse of ~150 km up until early 2019, conducted observations of martian D and H Lyman $\alpha$ emissions in a region where the exospheric structure is not spherically symmetric. Therefore, earlier models which assumed a spherically symmetric, isothermal exosphere [Anderson and Hord, 1971; Anderson 1974; Chaufray et al., 2008; Chaffin et al., 2014; 2015; 2018; Bhattacharyya et al., 2015; 2017a; 2017b], might not accurately capture the actual physical properties of the H and D atoms at Mars.

The large difference in exospheric temperature between day and night at Mars, as observed by MAVEN-NGIMS could affect the model-derived Jeans escape rate of hydrogen when assuming a spherically symmetric atmosphere. For example, a 250 K exobase temperature and $10^4$ cm$^{-3}$ density for a symmetric exospheric would result in a Jeans escape rate of $2.01 \times 10^{25}$ particles/sec for H, which is ~1.86 times higher than the Jeans escape rate from an asymmetric non-isothermal atmosphere, in which the temperature trend follows the NGIMS observations (section 2.1) and the density trend follows the Hodges and Johnson [1968] formulation for light species (section 2.2).

Therefore, in this paper, a more physically accurate two-dimensional model of the martian exosphere is presented which is being applied to study the H and D Lyman $\alpha$ emissions from MAVEN and HST in order to provide better constraints on the H escape rates at Mars, which in turn, would help estimate the actual amount of water lost by Mars.

Section 2 summarizes the two-dimensional atmosphere model for a non-symmetric, non-isothermal atmosphere unlike the standard Chamberlain model [Chamberlain, 1963] usually used to derive exospheric density distributions of the lightest atomic species for terrestrial planets. Section 3 summarizes the two-dimensional radiative transfer model which accounts for a non-spherical, non-isothermal atmosphere in order to simulate the optically thick H Lyman $\alpha$ emission at Mars. Section 4 presents the application of the asymmetric model to MAVEN and HST.
observations as well as comparisons between the symmetric and asymmetric model to MAVEN observations of D and H Lyman $\alpha$ emissions and HST observations of H Lyman $\alpha$ emission. Section 5 presents a discussion and summary of the results and implications of this work towards characterizing the martian exosphere. Appendix A and B details the 2-D atmosphere model as well as the non-spherical, non-isothermal radiative transfer model developed for the analysis of the MAVEN and HST observations.

2. Two-Dimensional density model of the martian exosphere

It was expected, and MEX, HST, and MAVEN data have confirmed, that the martian upper atmosphere is highly asymmetric in density and temperature [Holmström, 2006; Bhattacharyya et al., 2017a; Chaffin et al., 2015; Stone et al., 2018]. This asymmetric nature of the martian exosphere necessitates the usage of models which accounts for a non-symmetric, non-isothermal exosphere while analyzing the data from various instruments. In the modeling process, the exobase density and temperature are varied in the radial direction and with solar zenith angle (SZA) to simulate the martian exosphere. While in the future a more complex local time dependence may be considered in the modeling process, here variation of atmospheric characteristics with only solar zenith angle is considered in an effort to improve the models, as SZA variation is a significant one recorded in the MAVEN data [Stone et al., 2018].

The 2-dimensional density model assumes that the arbitrary altitude at which the atmosphere transitions from the collisional to collisionless regime (exobase altitude) to be 200 km at Mars. The model atmosphere has an upper boundary at 50,000 km and a lower boundary at 80 km. Lyman $\alpha$ is completely absorbed by CO$_2$ at Mars at altitudes below 80 km. Thus, the region below 80 km is opaque at this UV wavelength, which is why the altitude of 80 km is taken as the lower atmospheric boundary in the modeling process.

The 2-D model has only one free parameter, the exobase density of either thermal D or H at SZA = 0°. The exobase temperature for thermal H/D is pre-determined from existing alternate observations of other neutral species like CO$_2$ and Ar present in the martian atmosphere. This is necessary as there exists degeneracy between the temperature and density parameters when analyzing optically thick emissions like Lyman $\alpha$ [Bhattacharyya et al., 2017]. Therefore, the accuracy of modeling results is highly dependent on a correct representation of the temperature
structure for the martian atmosphere which necessitated the development of a 2-D model in light of the MAVEN-NGIMS derived temperature differences between the day and night side of Mars.

### 2.1 Variation of temperature with SZA, solar longitude, and altitude

MAVEN observations of the martian atmosphere made over the course of approximately two Mars years by the NGIMS instrument were used to determine the variation of Mars’ exospheric temperature with SZA [Stone et al., 2018]. Figure 1 shows this trend as observed by MAVEN. The black line represents the data averaged over a large number of measurements and the red line is the closest decreasing fit to the data. The small variations in the data is most likely the result of MAVEN’s constantly changing viewing geometry combined with changes in solar activity over the two Mars years. The closest decreasing fit eliminates these variations in the data by assuming that the temperature can only decrease with SZA. This delivers a dayside trend agreeable with Mars Global Circulation Models (MGCM) [Bougher et al., 2015; Chaufray et al., 2018]. Given a temperature at SZA = 0˚, the curve depicted by the red line is then used to determine the variation of temperature with SZA. Figure 1 below, which is an adaptation of figure 2 from Mayyasi et al., [2019], has been included in this paper in order to present a more robust discussion of the models which make extensive use of this temperature trend.
Figure 1: Exobase temperature trend with solar zenith angle determined from analysis of NGIMS observations of the martian atmosphere. The black line depicts measurements made by MAVEN – NGIMS whereas the red line is the closest decreasing fit to the data.

The exobase temperature at SZA = 0° for thermal H and D at Mars for a particular solar longitude (L_s) along Mars’ orbit is pre-determined by fitting the MAVEN-NGIMS derived temperatures for the lower thermosphere at perihelion and aphelion with a sine wave given by

\[ y(L_s) = A \sin \left( \frac{(L_s - 1.239 \text{ radians})}{2} \right) + B \]  

In the above equation y represents the temperature at SZA = 0° for a particular L_s, A is the difference between the aphelion and perihelion derived NGIMS temperatures at SZA = 0° and B is the aphelion temperature at SZA = 0°. NGIMS observations at aphelion and perihelion included a large sample of measurements covering solar zenith angles from ~50° to 110° at aphelion and ~5° - 140° at perihelion. This data was used to constrain the exobase temperature at SZA = 0° by extrapolating the temperature curve of Figure 1 as well as shifting it up/down to match the derived temperatures at their corresponding solar zenith angles for aphelion and perihelion.

Mars’ thermospheric temperatures at aphelion and perihelion were determined using NGIMS observations of CO_2 and Ar densities at MAVEN’s periapsis altitudes (~150-180 km). The slope of the CO_2 and Ar density measurements between 160 – 220 km were used to derive the atmospheric scale height, and thereby the temperature of the background atmosphere. Since the difference in the derived temperature values from the scale heights of CO_2 and Ar were within the measurement uncertainties, the values were averaged to determine the martian thermospheric temperature at aphelion and perihelion for the available solar zenith angles. The temperature curve represented in Fig. 1 was then utilized to approximate the exobase temperature at the sub-solar point [Mayyasi et al., 2019]. The resulting aphelion and perihelion temperatures at the exobase altitude of 200 km and SZA = 0° for Mars were determined to be 216 ± 39 K and 255 ± 29 K respectively [Mayyasi et al., 2019]. These temperatures are only representative of exospheric populations of D and H that are in thermal equilibrium with the bulk atmosphere (i.e. CO_2) below the exobase. Temperature of non-thermal D and H cannot be estimated using this method.
The temperature variations with altitude were determined from the analytical expression of Krasnopolsky [2002]. At present this is the only existing analytical expression for determining temperature variation with altitude and was established using Viking 1’s measurement of neutral densities (CO₂, N₂, CO, O₂ and NO) at Mars between 120-200 km. This functional form was modified to include a SZA dependence and is written as:

\[ T(z, \text{sza}) = T_{\infty}(\text{sza}) - (T_{\infty}(\text{sza}) - 125)e^{-\frac{(z - 90)^2}{114T_{\infty}(\text{sza})}} \]  

\[ (2) \]

\( T_{\infty} \) here represents a temperature at a reference altitude of 300 km, and is taken to be slightly higher than the pre-determined temperature at the exobase altitude (200 km) such that the temperature curve derived using eq. (2) intersects the known exobase temperature value. The variable \( z \) in the equation represents an altitude range of 80 – 200 km. Beyond 200 km the temperature assumes the value of the exobase temperature for a particular SZA. Figure 2 shows the temperature curves derived for a solar longitude of 74° and 251.6° for Mars for a non-isothermal atmosphere.

2.2 Variation of Deuterium and Hydrogen density with SZA, solar longitude and altitude

The variation of density with SZA for both D and H is calculated by using the Hodges and Johnson [1968] formulation for light species, where the species density at the exobase is determined to be a function of only the exobase temperature and is given by the relation,

\[ n T^{5/2} = \text{constant} \]  

\[ (3) \]

In the above equation \( n \) represents the exobase density of the species and \( T \) represents the exobase temperature of the species at a particular SZA. This relationship holds true for hydrogen because H density near the exobase adjusts with local temperature changes such that the net local upward ballistic flux is balanced by the net local downward ballistic flux. There is no influx of additional H atoms into the exosphere as the ballistic transport timescale is shorter than the vertical diffusion timescale of H into the exosphere through the lower atmosphere. This was confirmed through Mars Global Circulation Model (MGCM) simulations for hydrogen [Chaufray et al., 2018]. In the modeling process presented here, it was assumed that deuterium, the heavier isotope of hydrogen, also obeys this relationship.

The density profile with altitude for D and H calculated at Mars extends from 80 km to 50,000 km in the model. The process of constructing the density profile with altitude involves three different approaches applied to three different altitude ranges.
2.2.1 Above the exobase: 200 – 50,000 km

The region above the exobase is considered to be almost collisionless. In a 1-D situation, where the exosphere is considered to be spherically symmetric and isothermal, the Chamberlain approximation [Chamberlain, 1963] works well for different planetary bodies. Chamberlain’s theory makes the assumption that the exospheric atoms at the exobase level obey the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution with a single mean temperature, which is the exobase temperature. However, in the case of a non-spherically symmetric and non-isothermal atmosphere a classical Chamberlain approach is not applicable. In order to simulate exospheric densities for an asymmetric atmosphere, the approach developed by Vidal-Madjar and Bertaux [1972] was adopted here. Under this approach, the exosphere is considered to be made up of populations of particles which obey the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution with different mean temperatures corresponding to different launch points on the exobase. The particle distribution function has a Maxwellian form that depends on the velocity ($V_c$), the longitude ($\alpha_c$) and the latitude ($\delta_c$) at the critical altitude, i.e. the exobase of Mars and has the form given by:

$$f_c(\alpha_c, \delta_c, V_c) = N_c(\alpha_c, \delta_c) \left[ \frac{1}{2\pi m k_B T_c(\alpha_c, \delta_c)} \right]^{3/2} \exp \left[ \frac{-m M G V_c^2}{r_c k_B T_c(\alpha_c, \delta_c)} \right]$$

(4)

Here $N_c(\alpha_c, \delta_c)$ is the number density at the exobase as a function of the longitude and latitude, $m$ the mass of the species, $k_B$ the Boltzmann’s constant, $T_c(\alpha_c, \delta_c)$ the exobase temperature which is also a function of longitude and the latitude, $r_c$ the exobase altitude (200 km for Mars), $V_c$ the velocity at the exobase normalized to the escape velocity, $M$ the mass of the planet and $G$ the universal gravitational constant. The number density at any point in space is written as:

$$N_c(y, \alpha_c, \delta_c) = \int f_c \, d^3 p_i$$

(5)

The above integral is over the total population that occupies an element of momentum space ($d^3 p_i$) and is restricted to existing trajectories of particles (ballistic, satellite and escaping trajectories) that may occupy the momentum space. The subscript $i$ represents the $i^{th}$ particle ($i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$).

Satellite trajectories are neglected in the model. Appendix A details the Vidal-Madjar and Bertaux [1972] approach used in this study.

2.2.2 From the homopause to the exobase: 120 – 200 km
The homopause altitude for the martian atmosphere is taken to be at ~120 km in the model [Krasnopolsky et al., 1998; Nagy et al., 2009; Mahaffy et al., 2015c]. Therefore, the region between 120 – 200 km has the different species diffusively separated in the atmosphere of Mars. Since CO$_2$ is by far the most dominant species at these altitudes, the modeling process considers only the diffusion of either D or H in CO$_2$ at these altitudes and utilizes a very simple diffusion model [Chaufray et al., 2008; Bhattacharyya et al., 2017a] to derive the density of D or H in this region of the martian atmosphere. However, for the asymmetric, non-isothermal atmosphere the diffusion equation for deriving deuterium or hydrogen densities is applied at every SZA since the temperature profile with altitude varies with SZA. The CO$_2$ profile is derived by applying the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium at every SZA for a given temperature structure starting from the lower boundary of the atmosphere (80 km). The CO$_2$ density at 80 km was determined using a neutral atmosphere model which utilized a volume mixing ratio at 80 km, consistent with the relative abundances for CO$_2$ found in the Mars Climate Database for the temperature profile derived from NGIMS measurements as described in section 2.1 [Forget et al., 1999; Lewis et al., 1999]. The model also accounted for molecular and eddy diffusion for interactions of CO$_2$ molecules with other neutral species in the martian atmosphere in order to obtain the CO$_2$ density at 80 km [Matta et al, 2013; Mayyasi et al., 2019]. This modeling procedure was only applied at aphelion and perihelion where the exobase temperature and its variation with SZA had been well established through NGIMS observations. At any other solar longitude, the CO$_2$ density at 80 km was determined through sinusoidal interpolation of the CO$_2$ densities derived at the aphelion ($L_s = 71^\circ$) and perihelion ($L_s = 251^\circ$) position of Mars' orbit using eq. (1) where the variables y, A and B now refer to CO$_2$ density. The CO$_2$ density at the lower boundary is kept a constant and is not varied with SZA in the model as the CO$_2$ mixing ratios at 80 km used in the model did not show significant variability with SZA. However, using the mixing ratios in the neutral atmosphere model did not account for atmospheric variability introduced by pressure differences. Thus, the modeled CO$_2$ density profile with altitude obtained from the hydrostatic equilibrium assumption only varies with SZA due to differences in the temperature profile. The CO$_2$ density at 80 km was determined to be $9.16 \times 10^{12}$ cm$^{-3}$ at aphelion and $2.29 \times 10^{13}$ cm$^{-3}$ at perihelion. Appendix B summarizes the equations applied to this region of the atmosphere in order to derive the density distribution of D or H.

2.2.3 From the model base to the homopause: 80 – 120 km
At altitudes of 80 – 120 km, the martian atmosphere is well-mixed. In this region, the deuterium/hydrogen density distribution was assumed to decrease exponentially with increasing altitude constrained by the boundary values at 80 and 120 km. The density at 120 km is estimated through the simple diffusion model (Section 2.2.2). For hydrogen, the starting density at 80 km is determined by multiplying the H exobase density, which is a free parameter in the model, by a ratio (density of hydrogen at 80 km to the exobase density of hydrogen). This ratio is calculated from the density profile derived for H at aphelion and perihelion between 80 to 300 km using MAVEN-NGIMS derived temperature profile (section 2.1) in conjunction with the same neutral atmosphere model which was used to derive the CO$_2$ density at 80 km. The model accounts for hydrogen chemistry in the martian atmosphere and utilized a volume mixing ratio for H at 80 km from the Mars Climate Database in order to derive the hydrogen density profile with altitude at aphelion and perihelion [Matta et al., 2013]. For all other solar longitudes, the value of this ratio is determined by sinusoidally interpolating between the aphelion and the perihelion value using eq. (1). This ratio, calculated for hydrogen, is assumed to be the same for deuterium in order to satisfy the D/H ratio constraint at Mars. For aphelion, the value of the ratio is determined to be ~25 whereas at perihelion the ratio has a value of ~58. Like CO$_2$, the densities of H and D at 80 km are kept constant and do not have any SZA dependence.

Figure 2 shows an example of modeled deuterium and hydrogen density profile at $L_a = 74^\circ$ and $L_a = 251.6^\circ$ as well as the corresponding temperature and CO$_2$ density profile and their variation with solar zenith angle. This density profile for D and H was generated for an arbitrary exobase density of $1 \times 10^3$ cm$^{-3}$ for D and $1 \times 10^5$ cm$^{-3}$ for H at SZA = 0$^\circ$. This value of exobase density for D or H is the only free parameter in the atmosphere model.
Figure 2: Variation of temperature, CO$_2$ density, hydrogen density and deuterium density with altitude and solar zenith angle at a solar longitude $L_s = 74^\circ$ (left), which is close to aphelion and $L_s = 251.6^\circ$ (right), which is close to perihelion, derived using the two-dimensional density model. As is evident from the figure, there is significant variation in the different species density and temperature between the sub-solar and the anti-solar point in the atmosphere of Mars.

3. Calculating the line of sight intensity of D and H at Lyman $\alpha$

The solar Lyman $\alpha$ photons undergo resonant scattering both by the deuterium and the hydrogen atoms in the exosphere of Mars. However, the deuterium densities at the martian exobase are orders of magnitude lower than hydrogen exobase densities. Therefore, the solar Lyman $\alpha$ photons at 1215.33 Å undergo only single scattering by deuterium atoms at Mars, because of which the line of sight Lyman $\alpha$ intensity recorded at 1215.33 Å is directly proportional to the column density of deuterium. This makes it easier to translate the observed intensities into density distributions for deuterium in the exosphere of Mars. For hydrogen, the larger densities in comparison to deuterium results in multiple scattering of the Lyman $\alpha$ photons at 1215.67 Å, because of which observed line of sight intensities cannot be directly translated into column densities. Rigorous radiative transfer modeling is required to interpret the observed intensities in order to derive a density distribution for hydrogen. The following sections describe the method by which the deuterium and hydrogen Lyman $\alpha$ intensities were calculated for a given density distribution, which can then be used to simulate Mars D and H Lyman $\alpha$ observations.

3.1 Determining the deuterium Lyman $\alpha$ intensity at 1215.33 Å

For a given deuterium density distribution generated using the two-dimensional atmosphere model (Section 2), the intensity along any line of sight passing through the atmosphere was determined by calculating the column density along that line of sight and multiplying it by the Lyman $\alpha$ excitation frequency at 1215.33 Å (g-value) at Mars. The excitation frequency can be calculated using the following relation:

$$ g = F_0 \times \sigma_0 \times \Delta\lambda_D \times \sqrt{\pi} $$

In the above equation $g$ is the excitation frequency in s$^{-1}$, $F_0$ the Lyman $\alpha$ line center flux at Mars (photons/cm$^2$/s/Å), $\sigma_0$ the Lyman $\alpha$ scattering cross section (cm$^2$) of deuterium at 1215.33 Å and...
Δλ_D the Doppler width of the Mars line (Å). The value of g is independent of the gas temperature as the temperature dependence of the scattering cross section and the temperature dependence of the Doppler width term cancel each other out.

3.2 Determining the hydrogen Lyman α intensity at 1215.67 Å

The solar Lyman α photons at 1215.67 Å undergo multiple scattering in the hydrogen exosphere of Mars. Therefore, a radiative transfer model is required to analyze the optically thick hydrogen Lyman α emissions from the martian exosphere. Earlier modeling efforts were restricted to a spherically symmetric and isothermal atmosphere [Anderson and Hord, 1971; Anderson 1974; Chaufray et al., 2008; Chaffin et al., 2014; 2015; 2018; Bhattacharyya et al., 2015; 2017a; 2017b].

From MAVEN and HST observations, it became evident that the hydrogen exosphere is unlikely to be spherically symmetric and isothermal [Chaffin et al., 2015; Bhattacharyya et al., 2017a]. The MAVEN observations found a ~100 K difference in temperature between the sub-solar and anti-solar region of the atmosphere [Figure 1; Stone et al., 2018; Mayyasi et al., 2019]. Therefore, a two-dimensional radiative transfer model was developed in order to simulate multiple scattering in a non-spherically symmetric, and non-isothermal atmosphere, which was then used to analyze the MAVEN and HST observations of H Lyman α emission from Mars. Appendix B describes the 2-D radiative transfer model in detail. The Lyman α scattering frequency at 1215.67 Å is calculated using equation 6. Once the single and multiple scattering source functions have been determined from the 2-D radiative transfer model for a given atmosphere, the line of sight H Lyman α intensity can be derived using the following equation:

\[ I_\theta(r, \theta, \phi) = I_\theta(r_\infty, \theta, \phi)e^{-\tau_\theta(r, r_\infty)} + \int_r^{r_\infty} S_\theta(r, \theta, \phi) e^{-\tau_\theta(r, r')} ds' \]  

(7)

In the above equation which describes the intensity along a line of sight passing through the martian atmosphere, r, θ, and φ are the three coordinates in the spherical coordinate system, \( I_\theta(r_\infty, \theta, \phi) \) is the Lyman α intensity contribution from external sources like the interplanetary hydrogen medium (IPH) or the geocorona, \( e^{-\tau_\theta(r, r')} \) the total extinction of the Lyman α photons along the line of sight due to absorption by CO₂ as well as scattering by H atoms present in the martian atmosphere and \( S_\theta(r, \theta, \phi) \) the total source function or the volume emission rate at a particular point in the martian atmosphere due to single and multiple scattering of solar Lyman α photons. Lyman α intensity due to external sources when present is subtracted off from the data.
either using observations or models for those external sources. For the MAVEN-IUVS limb observations, the external source was IPH which was estimated using the Pryor model [Pryor et al., 1992; 2013; Ajello et al., 1987] and subtracted off from the martian hydrogen Lyman \(\alpha\) emission. For the HST observations, a dedicated orbit for every Mars observing visit observed the blank sky in order to capture the background emission from the IPH and the geocorona. Data from this orbit was used to remove the background Lyman \(\alpha\) emissions present in the Mars observations.

4. Modeling D and H Lyman \(\alpha\) observations with HST and MAVEN

Both the deuterium and the hydrogen Lyman \(\alpha\) emissions at Mars have been extensively observed with MAVEN and the hydrogen Lyman \(\alpha\) emission with HST and MEX [Clarke et al., 2014; 2017; Chaffin et al., 2014; 2015; 2018; Bhattacharyya et al., 2015; 2017a; 2017b; Mayyasi et al., 2017b; 2018; 2019; Chaufray et al., 2008]. These observations have been analyzed with the goal of constraining the present-day H and D escape rates, which are direct tracers of water and bulk atmospheric escape from Mars throughout its evolution history. While determining the H escape flux using HST observations, it was noted that several factors increase the uncertainty in the derived H escape flux values [Bhattacharyya et al., 2017a]. Among them are the absolute calibration of the instrument and the assumption of a spherically symmetric and isothermal exosphere in modeling Mars. This section presents an improved absolute calibration for HST and compares it with MAVEN, as well as presents a comparison of the symmetric vs. asymmetric model fits to the data.

4.1 Absolute Calibration of HST and comparison with MAVEN

The Hubble Space Telescope has been used extensively to study the hydrogen exosphere of Mars [Clarke et al., 2014; Bhattacharyya et al., 2015; 2017a; 2017b]. Far ultraviolet images of the Lyman \(\alpha\) emission from the martian exosphere have been obtained using the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) instrument on HST. These images were analyzed to infer the hydrogen escape rates from the exosphere of Mars. However, the ACS images were obtained by using broadband filters and therefore the exact sensitivity of the detector at Lyman \(\alpha\) is unknown. This increased the uncertainty in the derived hydrogen escape flux upon analysis of the data.

More recently, an HST observing campaign was conducted with the sole purpose of calibrating the ACS detector at Lyman \(\alpha\) (1215.67 Å). This calibration campaign utilized the
Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) instrument whose sensitivity has been well calibrated at the Lyman \(\alpha\) wavelength. The STIS instrument was used to observe the geocoronal Lyman \(\alpha\) emission for one HST orbit. The same patch of sky was then observed by the ACS instrument through the next HST orbit. The geocoronal Lyman \(\alpha\) intensities recorded by the two instruments were then compared against each other to derive the absolute calibration of ACS at Lyman \(\alpha\). The new calibration factor for ACS at Lyman \(\alpha\) is 0.001935 counts pixel\(^{-1}\) sec\(^{-1}\) kR\(^{-1}\). This value is 36\% smaller than the older theoretically calculated value of 0.002633 counts pixel\(^{-1}\) sec\(^{-1}\) kR\(^{-1}\). Figure 3a shows the comparison between the STIS and the ACS recorded intensities of the geocorona using the old calibration factor derived theoretically (0.002633 counts pixel\(^{-1}\) sec\(^{-1}\) kR\(^{-1}\)) [Bhattacharyya et al., 2017a] and the new calibration factor of 0.001935 counts pixel\(^{-1}\) sec\(^{-1}\) kR\(^{-1}\) derived through the HST ACS calibration campaign.

The new calibration factor derived for ACS was tested by comparing overlapping observations of the martian hydrogen Lyman \(\alpha\) emission obtained using STIS and ACS on 12th November 2014 and 3rd December 2015. Figure 3b shows the comparison between the STIS and the ACS intensity of the martian exosphere at 1215.67 Å. The two profiles lie on top of each other for both the observing visits thereby validating the new ACS calibration factor.

![Calibrating ACS with STIS](image_url)

**Figure 3a:** This figure shows the geocoronal intensities observed by the STIS instrument as well as the ACS instrument onboard HST when observing the same patch of the sky with HST’s orbital position in degrees. The ACS intensities processed using the old calibration factor (0.002633...
counts pixel$^{-1}$ sec$^{-1}$ kR$^{-1}$) do not match up well with the STIS intensities, whereas, with the new calibration factor the values recorded by the two instruments overlap completely.

Figure 3b: The above two figures show the brightness of Mars’ Lyman $\alpha$ emission (with the geocoronal + interplanetary hydrogen background subtracted) as observed by STIS (black) and ACS (red) on 12th November, 2014 and 3rd December, 2015. The new calibration factor derived for ACS was used to determine the brightness of the martian hydrogen exosphere as observed by ACS for the above two observations. As can be seen in the two figures, the ACS intensities match those measured by STIS, i.e. the red line (ACS intensity) overlaps with the black line (STIS intensity) for both observations.

Comparison of HST-ACS observed brightness for the martian exosphere with MAVEN is not a straightforward process. The two instruments have different observing geometry and lines of sight. The ACS brightness values have to be analyzed and fit to models to obtain the hydrogen density distribution in the martian exosphere that best matches the data for a particular day of observation. Using this density distribution, the modeled HST brightness for MAVEN-IUVS observing geometry can then be derived and compared with the actual brightness recorded by the MAVEN satellite in orbit around Mars on the same observation date. This comparison study was conducted for two specific dates, 12th November 2014 and 3rd December 2015 where there were corresponding dayside observations available with both HST and MAVEN. For the comparison study, only disk observations of Mars by the MAVEN-IUVS echelle were used in order to avoid uncertainties in the modeling process brought on by the presence of interplanetary hydrogen background in the MAVEN-IUVS signal. Figure 4 shows the comparison between the model
derived brightness that would be observed by HST (red points) in MAVEN’s observing geometry with the actual brightness observed by MAVEN-IUVS echelle (black points). The brightness derived from modeling the HST observations and the actual brightness observed by MAVEN are within the uncertainty. There is an offset between HST and MAVEN intensities for the 2015 observations which could be due to an inaccurate derivation of Mars’ exospheric characteristics from the HST observations because of larger noise in the data (Figure 7) as a result of low count rate since Mars was close aphelion during the 2015 observation with the solar activity approaching minimum. However, the MAVEN IUVS observational intensities for 3rd December 2015 do fall within the 10% uncertainty accorded to the model results.

A similar comparison study was presented in Mayyas et al. [2017a] for the 12th November 2014 overlapping observations with MAVEN-IUVS echelle and HST. However, the HST observations were reduced using the old calibration factor for ACS and the modeling was done using a 1-dimensional radiative transfer model for observed H Lyman $\alpha$ intensities. The resulting comparison with MAVEN was not as accurate as the figure below [figure 4 left].

Figure 4: Comparison between the model derived Mars disk brightness that would be observed by HST (red points) in MAVEN-IUVS echelle observing geometry with the actual brightness observed by MAVEN-IUVS Echelle (black points) on 12th November 2014 and 3rd December 2015. The uncertainty in the brightness observed by MAVEN due to the $\sim$25% uncertainty in absolute calibration is represented by the light pink lines whereas the light green lines represent the uncertainty in the model derived brightness which is taken to be $\sim$10%.

4.2 Modeling MAVEN and HST observations using an asymmetric atmosphere
MAVEN observations of H and D Lyman α as well as HST observations of H Lyman α were modeled using an asymmetric atmosphere and the 2-D radiative transfer model as described in sections 2 and 3 respectively. The MAVEN observations with the IUVS-echelle instrument are restricted to lower tangent altitude ranges between 0 – 300 km, whereas the HST observations extend from 700 – 30,000 km. The hydrogen exosphere at Mars approaches a more uniform and spherically symmetric structure above ~2.5 martian radii [Holmström, 2006; Bhattacharyya et al., 2017a]. Therefore, the 2-D model is more important for an accurate analysis and interpretation of the MAVEN IUVS-echelle observations of the martian H Lyman α emission.

4.2.1. Modeling MAVEN IUVS-Echelle Observations of Deuterium

MAVEN IUVS-Echelle observations of D Lyman α between November 2014 – October 2017 have been analyzed using the 2-D asymmetric model in order to derive best-fit exobase densities for D (2952 orbits in total), the results of which have been published in Mayyasi et al. [2019]. These observations have also been previously used to study the seasonal variability of the deuterium Lyman α intensity in the martian exosphere [Clarke et al., 2017; Mayyasi et al., 2017]. In this paper, a detailed description of the modeling process supporting the data analysis is presented.

For modeling the MAVEN IUVS-Echelle observations of D, first the exobase temperatures are pre-determined by interpolating NGIMS observations at aphelion and perihelion for all the MAVEN-IUVS echelle orbits (section 2.1). Then the 2-D atmosphere model was used to produce density distributions for a total of 7 different exobase densities, 100, 500, 1000, 3000, 5000, and 7000 cm$^{-3}$ at SZA of 0° for every MAVEN IUVS echelle orbit (2952 × 7 = 20664 atmospheres simulated). For each model atmosphere corresponding to a particular MAVEN IUVS echelle orbit, the line of sight deuterium Lyman α intensity was calculated by deriving the column density along that line of sight and multiplying it by the excitation frequency of Lyman α at 1215.33 Å (eq.6).

The line integrated solar Lyman α at 1215.67 Å flux is measured by the Extreme Ultraviolet Monitor (EUVM) instrument onboard the MAVEN orbiter at Mars [Eparvier et al., 2015]. It has a full width half max (FWHM) of 1 Å and therefore encompasses the solar Lyman α flux at 1215.33 Å. From the EUVM measurements of the line integrated flux, the Lyman α flux at line center (1215.67 Å) was calculated by using the widely-used Emerich relationship [Emerich et al., 2005]. Based on the shape of the Lyman α profile, the solar Lyman α flux at 1215.33 Å is derived, which
is almost the same as the flux at line center (greater by ~1.6%), and this value is used in determining
the excitation frequency of Lyman α at 1215.33 Å for all the MAVEN-IUVS echelle orbits.

Since the deuterium signal is faint at Mars, the data was binned into Ls, SZA and altitude bins
to obtain intensity profiles with altitude for deuterium. Six Ls bins were created with 20° spacing
within solar longitudes 220° - 340°, four SZA bins were created between 30° - 90° with 15° spacing
and twenty one altitude bins were created between 0 – 400 km with 20 km spacing as elaborated
in Mayyasi et al., [2019]. The model followed the same binning scheme as the data using the 2952
orbits to produce simulated intensity profiles with altitude which can then be compared to the data.
These modeled intensity profiles derived for the seven different exobase densities were then
linearly interpolated on a more refined exospheric density grid to obtain the best fit exospheric
density of deuterium that matched the data through the process of χ² minimization.

Figure 5 shows the comparison between the best fit modeled density to the data for deuterium
as measured by IUVS echelle using the spherically symmetric model, which assumes an isothermal
symmetric atmosphere [Bhattacharyya et al., 2017a], and the spherically asymmetric model
described here. The figure shows four cases for available dayside solar zenith angles for the
northern hemisphere (top two plots) and the southern hemisphere (bottom two plots) as observed
by the IUVS echelle instrument onboard MAVEN [Mayyasi et al., 2019]. In all cases the
asymmetric model fits the data better than the symmetric model for the exobase density displayed
in the respective figures. However, even the asymmetric model fails to provide perfect fits to the
data, especially at lower altitudes. This is because the D signal is above the detection threshold of
the MAVEN-IUVS detector only between Ls = 220° - 340° and the dataset presented in figure 5,
which was analyzed and reported in Mayyasi et al. [2019], has dayside coverage of that solar
longitude range only during late 2014 – early 2015. During this time MAVEN had just started its
science phase and the optimal conditions like detector gain, binning scheme, observing geometry,
etc. for recording the D emission from the martian exosphere had not yet been established, thereby
degrading the quality of the data collected. It is expected that more IUVS observations of the D
emissions through multiple perihelion passages of Mars in the future would provide better model
fits to the data.

An advantage of the asymmetric model is that it allows analysis and comparison of IUVS
observations at different solar zenith angles under the same solar longitude and solar activity
conditions using a single model run in order to better constrain the asymmetric nature of Mars’
exosphere. Presently, this has not been possible for D due to the lack of observations [Mayyasi et al., 2019]. But with IUVS’s continued observations of the D Lyman α emission with every perihelion passage of Mars, this would soon be possible.

Figure 5: This figure displays the symmetric and asymmetric model fits to the IUVS-Echelle deuterium observation for a predetermined exobase temperature from MAVEN-NGIMS observations and an exobase density at SZA = 0° as displayed in the figures. The exobase density varied with SZA following the Hodges and Johnson [1968] formulation for the asymmetric model, but remained constant for the symmetric model. The top two plots are for the northern hemisphere and the bottom two plots are for the southern hemisphere. These simulations are for an MAVEN-NGIMS measured aphelion temperature of 216 K and a perihelion temperature of 255 K [Mayyasi et al., 2019].

4.2.2. Modeling MAVEN IUVS-Echelle Observations of Hydrogen
MAVEN observations of H Lyman α between November 2014 – October 2017, simultaneously observed with the D Lyman α emission by the IUVS echelle instrument, have been utilized in this study (2952 orbits in total). Some of the observations have been previously used to study the seasonal variability of hydrogen in the martian exosphere as well as the response of the H escape rate to solar flare events [Clarke et al., 2017; Mayyasi et al., 2018]. For modeling the MAVEN observations of hydrogen, the 2-D radiative transfer model (Appendix B) in conjunction with the 2-D atmosphere model (section 2; Appendix A) was used to determine the emissivity for a range of exobase densities for thermal hydrogen ($10^4 – 7 \times 10^5$ cm$^{-3}$; 13 different exobase density values) at Mars’ aphelion and perihelion positions (26 simulations with the 2-D atmosphere + RT model).

The exobase temperatures at perihelion and aphelion positions were pre-determined by averaging NGIMS observations of the lower thermosphere conducted over a period of ~1.5 Mars years (section 2). The emissivity of Mars’ atmosphere for all the MAVEN-IUVS echelle orbits (2952 orbits in total) for each exobase was calculated by sinusoidally interpolating the emissivity determined at aphelion and perihelion using the 2-D RT model using eq. 1. The Lyman α line center flux at 1215.67 Å in the model was determined from EUVM measurements of the line integrated flux which were then converted to line center flux using Emerich’s analytical formula [Emerich et al., 2005]. Next, the line of sight hydrogen Lyman α intensity for each MAVEN-IUVS echelle orbit was calculated using equation 7. The model results were then binned into solar longitudes, SZA and altitude bins, same as the deuterium observations to facilitate D/H calculations which will be published in a future study. This modeled and observed intensity profiles were compared and the density that best matched the data was determined through the process of $\chi^2$ minimization. Non-thermal hydrogen was not considered in the modeling process because the altitude profiles are restricted to line of sight altitudes below ~3000 km, where the thermal component is dominant.

Figure 6 shows the comparison between MAVEN IUVS echelle measurements of H Lyman α emission and the best modeled fit to the data using the asymmetric model and the symmetric model. This figure displays the corresponding H Lyman α emission to the D Lyman α emission measured by the IUVS echelle instrument displayed in figure 5. The error bars are larger for the fainter D Lyman α emission than for the much brighter and easily detectable H Lyman α emission. Unlike the D observations, the H Lyman α observations above the limb include a contribution from the interplanetary hydrogen (IPH). The IPH intensity was estimated using the widely used Pryor
model [Pryor et al., 1992; 2013; Ajello et al., 1987]. As is evident from the figure, the asymmetric model provides a better fit to the data than the symmetric model for the exobase density displayed in the respective figures.

**Figure 6:** This figure displays the symmetric and asymmetric model fits to the IUVS-Echelle hydrogen observations for a predetermined exobase temperature from MAVEN-NGIMS observations and an exobase density at SZA = 0° as displayed in the figures. The exobase density varied with SZA following the Hodges and Johnson [1968] formulation for the asymmetric model, but remained constant for the symmetric model. The top two plots are for the northern hemisphere and the bottom two plots are for the southern hemisphere. These simulations are for an MAVEN-NGIMS measured aphelion temperature of 216 K and a perihelion temperature of 255 K [Mayyasi et al., 2019].

4.2.3. Modeling HST Observations of Hydrogen
Two sets of HST observations obtained on 12th November 2014 and 3rd December 2015 were modeled using the 2-D atmosphere + radiative transfer model as well as the 1-D atmosphere + radiative transfer model and the comparison between the two model results were studied. On the above-mentioned observation dates, Mars was imaged using two different instruments on the HST, i.e., ACS and STIS. The ACS instrument was used to image the highly extended dayside hydrogen exosphere of Mars. The ACS images for the martian Lyman α emission are a difference between two images obtained with the F115LP filter, which transmits Lyman α, and the F140LP filter, which blocks Lyman α but allows emissions up to 140 nm wavelengths. Therefore, the disk of Mars in the final differenced image is noisy on account of other emissions like oxygen 130.4 nm and the 135.6 nm emissions and solar continuum. However, above ~700 km the hydrogen Lyman α emission becomes dominant. Therefore, the ACS observations capture the Mars H Lyman α profile accurately above ~700 km. The STIS observations, on the other hand, can spectrally isolate the Lyman α emission from the Mars disk. Thus, both ACS and STIS observations of Mars were combined together to obtain the martian H Lyman α intensity profile from the dayside to the nightside including the disk. Background emissions from the interplanetary hydrogen (IPH) and the geocorona in the Mars observations were estimated using a dedicated HST orbit as a part of each visit which observed the background blank sky 5 arcminutes away from Mars for the same portion of HST’s orbit as the Mars observations with STIS and ACS. The estimated background intensity was then subtracted off from the Mars H Lyman α data. Figure 7 shows the final Mars H Lyman α profile obtained for the two observation days.
**Figure 7:** Asymmetric and symmetric model fits to HST observations of the martian exospheric hydrogen Lyman α emission observed on 12th November 2014 and 3rd December 2015. The data consists of dayside exospheric observations with the ACS instrument along with the martian disk and night side observations with the STIS instrument onboard HST. The asymmetric model fits the disk and the night side intensities better than the symmetric model. The differences between the asymmetric and the symmetric model intensities become small above ~2.5 martian radii suggesting that the martian hydrogen exosphere approaches symmetry at higher altitudes.

For modeling the HST observations using the 2-D RT model, first the 2-D density model was used to generate density profiles with thermal hydrogen exobase densities at SZA = 0° ranging from $1 \times 10^4$ cm$^{-3}$ – $5 \times 10^5$ cm$^{-3}$ (11 different density values). The exobase temperature at SZA = 0° for the two observation days were taken from the Mars Global Circulation Model (MGCM) [Chaufray et al., 2015; 2018]. MAVEN-NGIMS observations were not used here because MAVEN’s orbit on these days did not sample close to the sub-solar point. The 2-D RT model was then used to simulate the emissivity of the atmosphere for each exobase density. The thermal H density that best matches the STIS observation up to ~2000 km through least-squares minimization was used to determine the thermal H population for that particular HST observation. The superthermal population of H atoms was determined through the same method as used in previous HST observation analysis [Bhattacharyya et al. 2015; 2017a; 2017b]. The temperature of the H superthermal population was taken to be 800 K. Different exobase densities for superthermal H ranging from $1 \times 10^3$ cm$^{-3}$ – $4 \times 10^4$ cm$^{-3}$ were added to the best-fit thermal density profile and the emissivity of the atmosphere was then determined using the 2-D RT model. The density of the superthermal population of H was not varied with SZA. The best-fit non-thermal density was then determined through chi-square minimization of the model fits to the ACS intensity profile, which extends from ~700 km to ~30,000 km and contains emissions from superthermal H atoms which become significant at higher altitudes (above ~20,000 km). Table 1 lists the best-fit thermal and superthermal H densities and temperatures for the two HST observation days. These values were then used in a symmetric 1-D model where the temperature and density varied only radially and not with SZA to simulate the intensity from a spherically symmetric and isothermal atmosphere.

Figure 7 shows the comparison between the output from the symmetric and the asymmetric model for both the 12th November 2014 observation as well as the 3rd December 2015 observation of the martian hydrogen Lyman α emission HST. As is evident from the figure, the asymmetric model
fits the data better than the symmetric model, especially the disk brightness and the night side brightness for the martian H corona. However, differences between the symmetric and the asymmetric model intensities decrease above an altitude of ~2.5 martian radii as the martian hydrogen exosphere approaches symmetry in conjunction with previous studies [Holmström, 2006; Bhattacharyya et al., 2017a; Chaufray et al., 2015]. The Jeans escape flux derived from the symmetric model fits are greater than the asymmetric model fits to the data by a factor of 1.5 and 1.87 for the two HST observations.

**Table 1: Modeled characteristics of the hydrogen exosphere for the HST observations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of Observation (day of year)</th>
<th>Exobase temperature of thermal H at SZA = 0° $T_{\text{cold}}$ (K)</th>
<th>Exobase density of thermal H at SZA = 0° $N_{\text{cold}}$ (cm$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>Exobase temperature of energetic H $T_{\text{hot}}$ (K)</th>
<th>Exobase density of energetic H $N_{\text{hot}}$ (cm$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>Thermal H escape (atoms/sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12th November 2014 (316)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>189000 ± 4000</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>10000 ± 2000</td>
<td>6.23 ± 0.14 × 10$^{26}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.32 ± 0.2 × 10$^{26}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd December 2015 (337)</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>79000 ± 4000</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>5000 ± 4000</td>
<td>8.54 ± 0.44 × 10$^{25}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.59 ± 0.08 × 10$^{26}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. **Summary and Discussion**

Observations and analysis of the martian exospheric Lyman α emission in the past decade have slowly revealed the complicated nature of this tenuous upper atmospheric layer. The presence of a superthermal H component have been inferred from the analysis of Mars Express (MEX), HST and MAVEN observations [Chaufray et al., 2008; Chaffin et al., 2014; 2015; Clarke et al., 2014; Bhattacharyya et al., 2015]. These observations also revealed that the exosphere is not spherically symmetric and isothermal [Holmström, 2006; Chaffin et al., 2015; Bhattacharyya et al., 2017a].
MAVEN-NGIMS observations of the lower thermosphere reported temperature differences of > 100 K between the day and the night side indicating a non-isothermal exosphere [Stone et al., 2018] and models imply a large difference in H density between subsolar and anti-solar point [Chaufray et al., 2018]. Therefore, in this study a more physically accurate 2-dimensional model of the martian exosphere based on MAVEN findings was constructed which would provide better constraints on the present-day escape rates of deuterium and hydrogen atoms from the exosphere of Mars. It is imperative to obtain an accurate value for the escape rate of H as it is tied to the escape of water from Mars, whereas an accurate estimate of the D/H ratio will help establish the timeline for the escape of the martian atmosphere throughout its history of evolution.

Uncertainties in estimating the D and H escape rate arise from both uncertainties in the data as well as the modeling process as was concluded from the Bhattacharyya et al. [2017] study. The data uncertainties are mostly dominated by the uncertainty in the instrumental absolute calibration [Bhattacharyya et al., 2017a]. A recent HST observation campaign utilized the STIS instrument onboard HST, whose absolute calibration is well-documented (within 5%) through observations of standard UV stellar sources, to determine the sensitivity of the ACS instrument at Lyman α. The ACS instrument, which is a broadband filter, has been used to image the H Lyman α emission from many different planetary hydrogen coronae, including Mars. Therefore, calibrating the ACS detector at Lyman α will help reduce the uncertainties associated with determining the H escape rate from Mars through analysis of HST ACS observations. The MAVEN-IUVS echelle Lyman α calibration factor was cross-checked with overlapping HST observations. However, the observed martian H Lyman α intensity by the MAVEN-IUVS echelle cannot be directly compared to the intensities recorded by HST due to the differences in their observing geometry. A 2-D radiative transfer model was utilized to obtain the characteristics of the martian hydrogen exosphere (hydrogen exobase density and temperature) for a particular day of observation (12th November 2014 and 3rd December 2015). This “best-fit” atmosphere for that particular day of observation was then used to simulate the H Lyman α intensities that would be observed by HST from the MAVEN-IUVS echelle observing geometry on that day. Assuming a 10% uncertainty in the modeling process, the MAVEN observed intensity, with its present calibration factor (including a 25% uncertainty), lies within the HST simulated intensity limits.

Model uncertainties are a result of the various assumptions made in the simulation process about the characteristics of the martian exosphere. Earlier models assumed a spherically symmetric...
and isothermal exosphere. However, observations in the past decade have indicated an asymmetric
non-isothermal exosphere below ~5000 km (~1.5 martian radii from the surface). Most of the
spacecraft observations (MEX, and MAVEN) of the martian H and D Lyman α emissions are
conducted at those altitudes. Therefore, in order to model the spacecraft observations a two-
dimensional density model and a two-dimensional radiative transfer model was developed through
this study. The density and temperature of the exospheric species were varied with altitude and
solar zenith angle. This asymmetric model was then tested against results from the symmetric
model by simulating MAVEN-IUVS Echelle observations of D and H Lyman α and HST
observations of H Lyman α at Mars. In all cases the asymmetric model fit the data as well or better.
The asymmetric model is particularly important for the comparison of observations at very
different solar zenith angles, as is the case for the MAVEN mission.

For the HST observations, the asymmetric model better simulated the disk and the night
side intensities than the symmetric model. The models converged above ~2.5 martian radii.
Disparities between the 2-D model and the data below 2.5 martian radii could be due to local
asymmetries in atmospheric characteristics that are not captured in the modeling process. Elevated
densities for helium (by a factor of about 10 – 20) have been detected by MAVEN on the night
side compared to the dayside [Elrod et al., 2017]. A larger concentration of helium was also
detected in the polar regions compared to the equatorial regions. Similar asymmetries in H
densities have been difficult to detect due to the optically thick nature of the Lyman α emission as
well as the large expanse of the hydrogen exosphere. For D, the density is not large enough in the
exosphere during most of the martian year (Lₖ = 330°- 220° through aphelion at Lₖ = 71°) to
generate a Lyman α intensity which is detectable above the MAVEN-IUVS echelle detection
threshold of ~100 Rayleighs. Therefore, MAVEN observations collected over the past 1.5 Mars
years cannot detect large anomalies in densities. MAVEN orbit also precesses slowly around Mars
in latitude and local solar time due to which only one perihelion (Lₖ = 251°) and southern summer
solstice (Lₖ = 270°) coverage of the dayside deuterium emission was available in the dataset
utilized in this study. This data is from late 2014 to early 2015 when MAVEN had just undergone
its orbit insertion around Mars. The MAVEN-IUVS echelle observing geometries, integration
times and detector binning schemes ideal for observing D and H Lyman α had not yet been
established thereby resulting in degradation of the D Lyman α data. All these factors together could
contribute towards the mismatch between the data and the 2-D model presented in this paper.
Jeans escape flux estimates for H from the HST simulations as listed in table 1 indicate that a spherically symmetric model could overestimate the escape fluxes by more than a factor of 1.5. Similar estimates have not been provided for D and H from the IUVS observations as the data is heavily binned and contains a mixture of observations spanning from November 2014 – October 2017. In conclusion, the results of this study do establish that an asymmetric model is required to simulate the D and H Lyman $\alpha$ emissions from the exosphere of Mars in order to better constrain the total amount of water/atmospheric that has escaped Mars in its ~4.5 billion years of existence, an important research goal currently being pursued by the Mars science community.
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Appendix A

A.1. Density distribution in a non-uniform and non-isothermal exosphere (above 200 km)

The Chamberlain [1963] approach for deriving exospheric density distributions is a 1-dimensional (1D) approach which assumes spherical symmetry. This approach was extended to 2-D/3-D by Vidal-Madjar and Bertaux [1972] which is applicable to a non-spherically symmetric density distribution in a planetary exosphere. Since collisions are negligible in the exosphere, the particles still obey Liouville’s theorem and follow the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution. For such an asymmetric atmosphere, the distribution function at the critical altitude or the exobase is given by:
Here \( N_e(\alpha_c, \delta_c) \) is the number density at the exobase as a function of the longitude, \( \alpha_c \) and latitude, \( \delta_c \), \( m \) the mass of the species, \( k_b \) the Boltzmann’s constant, \( T_e(\alpha_c, \delta_c) \) the exobase temperature which is also a function of longitude and the latitude, \( r_c \) the exobase altitude (200 km for Mars), \( V_e \) the velocity at the exobase normalized to the escape velocity, \( M \) the mass of the planet and \( G \) the universal gravitational constant. Defining the following variables:

\[
y = \frac{r_c}{r} \quad V = \frac{v}{v_{esc}}
\]

In the above expressions, \( r \) is an arbitrary radial distance from planet center and \( v_{esc} = \sqrt{\frac{2GM}{r_c}} \).

The equations of motion of the particles in the collisionless exospheric regime which obey the law of conservation of energy and angular momentum can be written as:

\[
V_e^2 - 1 = V^2 - y \quad (A1.2)
\]

\[
\frac{v \sin \theta}{y} = V_e \sin \theta_c \quad (A1.3)
\]

The number density at any point in space can now be written as,

\[
N(y, \alpha, \delta) = v_{esc}^3 \int N_e(\alpha_c, \delta_c) \left[ \frac{m}{2\pi k_b T_e(\alpha_c, \delta_c)} \right]^{3/2} \exp \left[ \frac{-mMGV_e^2}{r_c k_b T_e(\alpha_c, \delta_c)} \right] V^2 \sin \theta dV d\theta d\varphi \quad (A1.4)
\]

The above equation comes from Liouville’s theorem which states that the density in phase space is conserved along dynamical trajectories. The integration is in momentum space over \( V, \theta, \) and \( \varphi \) which are restricted to the existing trajectories that the particles might follow in the exosphere.

There are three different types of trajectories that the particles can take which are,

- Ballistic trajectories where \( V_e < 1 \) or \( V < \sqrt{y} \) with all the trajectories intersecting the exobase
- Escaping trajectories where \( V_e > 1 \) and \( V > \sqrt{y} \)
- Satellite trajectories which are created by small number of collisions which may take place between particles in the exosphere. The particles which follow the satellite trajectories are still bound by the planet’s gravity and their trajectories do not cross the exobase level.

Since the number of collisions taking place in the exosphere is negligible, the total number of satellite particles present in the exosphere are considered to be negligible and has been ignored while modeling the martian exosphere.
A.1.1 Ballistic Particles

There is a velocity $V_b$ at every radial distance $r$ such that if $V < V_b$, the corresponding trajectory of the particle will intersect the exobase for any direction of the velocity vector. This velocity $V_b$ corresponds to a trajectory whose apogee is $r$ and perigee is $r_c$ with $\sin \theta = \sin \theta_c = 1$. Applying this to equations (A1.2) and (A1.3) we have:

$$V_b = \frac{y}{\sqrt{1+y}} \quad (A1.5)$$

If $V > V_b$, then all trajectories do not reach the exobase. Only those trajectories which lie within a cone of half-angle $\theta_m$ whose axis is the local vertical, will have their perigees intersecting the exobase. With $\theta = \theta_m$ and $\sin \theta_c = 1$ in equations (A1.2) and (A1.3) we have:

$$\sin \theta_m = \frac{y}{V} \sqrt{V^2 + 1 - y} \quad (A1.6)$$

The ascending particles populate the region $0 < \theta < \theta_m$, whereas the descending particles populate the region $\pi - \theta_m < \theta < \pi$. The number density of ballistic particles at any radial distance will have the expression,

$$N_b(y, \alpha, \delta) = v_{esc}^2 \int_0^{V_b} \int_0^{\pi} f_c V^2 \sin \theta \, dV \, d\theta \, d\varphi + v_{esc}^2 \int_{V_b}^{\sqrt{y}} \int_0^{\theta_m} f_c V^2 \sin \theta \, dV \, d\theta \, d\varphi + v_{esc}^2 \int_{\pi - \theta_m}^{\pi} f_c V^2 \sin \theta \, dV \, d\theta \, d\varphi \quad (A1.7)$$

The distribution function $f_c$ has no $\theta$ or $\varphi$ dependence and is only a function of the variables $V_c$, and $\alpha_c, \delta_c$ through $N_c(\alpha_c, \delta_c)$ and $T_c(\alpha_c, \delta_c)$ dependence. Thus, in order to solve the above integral, first $\alpha_c$ and $\delta_c$ needs to be calculated and then the terms $N_c(\alpha_c, \delta_c)$ and $T_c(\alpha_c, \delta_c)$ need to be evaluated using the known functional dependence of the exobase density and temperature on the solar zenith angle. The density model presented here is only in 2-D. Therefore, in the modeling process the latitude $\delta = 0^\circ$ which now renders the longitude angle $\alpha$ as the solar zenith angle. The variables $\alpha_c$ and $\delta_c$ is calculated using the following equations:

$$\delta_c(\alpha, \delta, \varphi, \psi) = \sin^{-1}(\cos \delta \sin \psi \cos \varphi + \sin \delta \cos \psi) \quad (A1.8)$$

$$\psi = \beta - \beta_c \quad \beta = \cos^{-1}\left(\frac{y \omega(y, \varphi, \theta) - r_c}{e(y, \varphi, \theta)}\right) \quad \beta_c = \cos^{-1}\left(\frac{\omega(y, \varphi, \theta) - r_c}{e(y, \varphi, \theta)}\right)$$

$$\omega = 2r_c \frac{v^2 \sin^2 \theta}{y^2} \quad e = \sqrt{1 - \frac{4V^2 \sin^2 \theta (y - V^2)}{y^2}}$$

$$\alpha_c(\alpha, \delta, \varphi, \psi) = \cos^{-1}\left(\frac{-\sin \delta \cos \alpha \sin \psi \cos \varphi + \sin \alpha \sin \psi \sin \varphi + \cos \delta \cos \alpha \cos \psi}{\cos \delta_c(\alpha, \delta, \varphi, \psi)}\right) \quad (A1.9)$$
The solar zenith angle can be written as $\gamma = \cos^{-1}(\cos \alpha_c \cos \delta_c)$ and because of the symmetry in the 3\textsuperscript{rd} dimension, $N_c(\alpha_c, \delta_c) = N_c(\gamma)$ and $T_c(\alpha_c, \delta_c) = T_c(\gamma)$.

A.1.2 Escaping Particles

Under this condition, all trajectories which result in escape from the parent body’s gravitational potential are considered. These trajectories also lie within a cone of half-angle $\theta_m$ ($0 < \theta < \theta_m$), the expression for which is given by the relation depicted in equation (A1.6). The number density of escaping particles at any radial distance from the planet’s center is given by the expression:

$$N_e(y, \alpha, \delta) = v_{\text{esc}}^3 \int_0^\infty \int_0^{\sin^{-1}(1/y)} \int_0^{2\pi} f_c V^2 \sin \theta \, dV \, d\theta \, d\phi$$

(A2.0)

The distribution function $f_c$ has no $\theta$ or $\phi$ dependence and is only a function of the variable $V_c$, and $\alpha_c, \delta_c$ through $N_c(\alpha_c, \delta_c)$ and $T_c(\alpha_c, \delta_c)$ dependence, same as the ballistic particle case.

A.2. Density distribution below 200 km

The density distribution below the exobase is estimated using a simple diffusion model in which only the diffusion of H or D in CO\textsubscript{2} is considered [Bhattacharyya et al., 2017a]. The diffusion equation from Hunten [1973] is of the form:

$$\Phi_H(r) = -(D_H + K) \frac{dn_H}{dr} - \left[ D_H \left( \frac{GM_HM_{\text{H}_2}}{kT(r)r^2} \frac{dT}{dr} + \frac{1+\alpha_T \frac{dT}{dr}}{T} \right) + K \left( \frac{GM_H}{kT(r)r^2} + \frac{1}{T} \frac{dT}{dr} \right) \right] n_H$$

(A2.1)

In the above equation, $D_H$ is the diffusion coefficient of H or D in CO\textsubscript{2} given by $D_H(r) = \frac{AT(r)s}{n_{\text{CO}_2}(r)}$.

$A = 8.4 \times 10^{17}$ cm\textsuperscript{2} s\textsuperscript{-1} for H and $A = 1.0 \times 10^{17}$ cm\textsuperscript{2} s\textsuperscript{-1} for D; $s = 0.6$ for H and $s = 0.75$ for D [Hunten, 1973]. K is the eddy diffusion co-efficient and has the expression $K(h) = 1.2 \times 10^{12} \sqrt{\frac{T_0}{n(h)}}$ cm\textsuperscript{2} s\textsuperscript{-1} [Krasnopolsky, 2002]. The thermal coefficient factor $\alpha_T$ equals -0.25 for both H and D [Krasnopolsky, 2002]. Upon solving the diffusion equation for each SZA, the number density with altitude and SZA can be derived for either D or H at Mars [Chaufray et al., 2008; Bhattacharyya et al., 2017a].

Appendix B

B.1. Radiative transfer model for a non-symmetric, non-isothermal atmosphere
A photon when it passes through a medium, its characteristics such as wavelength, frequency and direction of propagation, may be altered because of interaction with the medium. The process of radiative transfer and the relevant equations describe the physical process governing the interaction of the photon with the surrounding medium. The solution of these equations applied to a specific problem provides the means of accurately simulating the radiation field in various environments.

In this section, the radiative transfer process in a non-spherically symmetric and non-isothermal environment is explored and the relevant equations that describe this process are derived.

The general equation of radiative transfer in a medium is given by the relation:

$$\frac{dl_v(r, \theta, \phi)}{ds} = -\kappa_v^{\text{ext}}(r) I_v(r, \theta, \phi) + S_v(r, \theta, \phi)$$  \hspace{1cm} (B1.1)

In the above equation, $I_v(r, \theta, \phi)$ is the intensity (photons cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ Hz$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$), $S_v(r, \theta, \phi)$ the volume emission rate or source function (photons cm$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$ Hz$^{-1}$), and $\kappa_v^{\text{ext}}(r)$ the extinction coefficient (cm$^{-1}$) which is a sum of the scattering and absorption coefficients. The formal solution to equation (B1.1) as presented by Chandrasekhar [1960] can be written as:

$$I_v(r, \theta, \phi) = I_v(r_\infty, \theta, \phi)e^{-\tau_v(r, r_\infty)} + \int_r^{r_\infty} S_v(r', \theta, \phi) e^{-\tau_v(r, r')} ds'$$  \hspace{1cm} (B1.2)

In the above equation which describes the intensity along a line of sight through a medium, the term $I_v(r_\infty, \theta, \phi)$ describes the contribution to the line of sight intensity from sources external to the medium, the term $e^{-\tau_v(r, r_\infty)}$ describes the attenuation of the line of sight intensity (scattering and absorption within the medium as well as external to the medium), the term $S_v(r', \theta, \phi)$ is the source function due to scattering of photons within the medium and $e^{-\tau_v(r, r')} ds'$ the attenuation (scattering and absorption) within the medium. In the absence of external sources, the above equation reduces to:

$$I_v(r, \theta, \phi) = \int_r^{r_\infty} S_v(r', \theta, \phi) e^{-\tau_v(r, r')} ds'$$  \hspace{1cm} (B1.3)

The source function term is a combination of scattering from internal and external sources.

$$S_v(r, \theta, \phi) = S_v^{\text{ext}}(r, \theta, \phi) + S_v^{\text{int}}(r, \theta, \phi)$$

Internal sources of radiation like photoelectron impact excitation, etc. are ignored in the modeling process presented in this paper. The external source function has the form:

$$S_v^{\text{ext}}(r, \theta, \phi) = \frac{b}{4\pi} \int_0^\infty dv' \kappa_v^{\text{ca}}(r) \int d\Omega' R(r; v, v', \Omega, \Omega') I_v(r_\infty, \theta', \phi') e^{-\tau_v(r, r_\infty)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (B1.4)

In the above equation, $b$ is the branching ratio for the transitions from the excited upper state to the ground state, $\kappa_v^{\text{ca}}(r)$ the scattering coefficient, $d\Omega'$ the angular element in which the resonant scattering occurs, $R(r; v, v', \Omega, \Omega')$ the scattering redistribution function, $I_v(r_\infty, \theta', \phi')$ the
intensity of the incident radiation at the top of the atmosphere, and \( e^{-\tau_\nu(r, r_\infty)} \) the attenuation due to absorption and scattering of the incident radiation along a line of sight.

If the medium is optically thick, then the external source term is a combination of the single and multiple scattering source function. In the case of Mars, the hydrogen exosphere resonantly scatters solar Lyman \( \alpha \) photons. Therefore, the single scattering term will merely describe the scattering of the solar Lyman \( \alpha \) photons by the martian hydrogen exosphere. The single scattering source function for the process of resonant scattering of solar photons by martian H atoms can be written as:

\[
S_{\text{Sun}}(r, \theta, \varphi) = b \int_0^{\infty} dv' \kappa_{\text{Sun}}^{\text{single}}(r) \int d\Omega' R(r; v, v', \Omega, \Omega_{\text{Sun}}) \pi F_{\text{Sun}}(v') e^{-\tau_\nu(r, r_\infty)} \tag{B1.5}
\]

Isotropic scattering of the solar photons is considered which reduces \( \int d\Omega' = \int_0^\pi \sin \theta' d\theta' \int_0^{2\pi} d\phi' = 4\pi \) and removes the \( \Omega \) dependency from the redistribution function. Therefore, \( R(r; v, v', \Omega, \Omega_{\text{Sun}}) = R(r; v, v') \).

The atmosphere considered in the model is symmetric in the \( \varphi \) direction in the spherical polar coordinate system, but is variable in the \( r \) and \( \theta \) direction. Here forth, the variable \( r \) in the equations will represent dependency in both the \( r \) (radial) and \( \theta \) (SZA) direction. The sun is taken to be along the \( z \) axis in the model. Therefore, \( \theta \) represents the solar zenith angle in the model.

For solving equation (B1.5) for a non-symmetrical, non-isothermal atmosphere, we define the following variables:

\[
x(r) = \frac{v - v_0}{\Delta v_P(r)} \tag{B1.6a}; \quad dv = dx \Delta v_P(r) \tag{B1.6b}; \quad \Delta v_P(r) = \frac{v_0}{c} \sqrt{\frac{2k_BT(r)}{m}} \tag{B1.6c}
\]

Define a constant reference temperature \( T_{\text{ref}} \), which corresponds to the highest temperature value for the entire atmosphere for a particular day. Therefore, the terms in equations (B1.6a), (B1.6b) and (B1.6c) will have their reference counterparts, which has no dependence on \( r \), since \( T_{\text{ref}} \) is a constant. Now, writing the variables \( x(r) \), and \( \Delta v_P(r) \) in terms of the reference temperature, we have:

\[
x(r) = x_{\text{ref}} \frac{T_{\text{ref}}}{T(r)} \tag{B1.7a}; \quad \Delta v_P(r) = \Delta v_{P_{\text{ref}}} \sqrt{\frac{T(r)}{T_{\text{ref}}}} \tag{B1.7b}
\]

Also, the scattering cross section can now be written as:

\[
\sigma_0(r) = \sigma_{\text{ref}} \sqrt{\frac{T_{\text{ref}}}{T(r)}} \tag{B1.8} \quad \text{where, } \sigma_{\text{ref}} = \frac{5.96 \times 10^{-12}}{\sqrt{T_{\text{ref}}}}
\]
Now, expanding upon each of the terms in equation (B1.5):

\[ b = 1 \] for resonant scattering of Lyman \( \alpha \) photons by H atoms.

\[ du' = dx' \Delta v_D(r) \] which is derived from equation (B1.6b).

\[ \kappa^{\text{res}}_v(r) = n(r) \sigma_0(r) e^{-x^2(r)} \], where \( \kappa^{\text{res}}_v(r) \) represents the resonant scattering cross section and \( n(r) \) the number density at any point \( r \) in the atmosphere.

\[ R(r; u, v') = R(x, x') = \frac{1}{\pi} e^{-x'^2} e^{-x^2}; \] This function is related to Hummer’s [Hummer, 1962] by

\[ R(x, x') = \frac{1}{\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dx e^{-x'^2} e^{-x^2} \] and \( \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-x^2} = \sqrt{\pi} \).

\[ R(x, x') = \frac{e^{-x'^2}}{\sqrt{\pi} \Delta v_D(r')} \] is the final form of the redistribution function. This form of the function considers the process of complete frequency redistribution which is true for moderately thick resonance lines and is applicable to the martian Lyman \( \alpha \) emission.

\[ \pi F_{\text{sun}}(v') = F_0 = \text{constant}, \] represents the solar Lyman \( \alpha \) flux at line center for a particular day.

In general, this flux should vary with frequency, but for Mars the Lyman \( \alpha \) emission line is extremely narrow due to the cold atmospheric temperatures and the majority of the H atoms only scatter near the line center where the variation of flux with frequency is negligible.

\[ e^{-r_v(r, r_{\text{sun}})} \] represents the sum of scattering by H atoms as well as the absorption by CO\(_2\) of the Lyman \( \alpha \) photons in the martian atmosphere along any line of sight. The absorption and the scattering terms can be written as:

absorption by CO\(_2\): \( e^{-r_{\text{CO}_2}(r, r_{\text{sun}})} = \exp\{- \int_r^{r_{\text{sun}}} n_{\text{CO}_2}(r') \sigma_{\text{CO}_2}(r') ds'\} \). The cross section of absorption of Lyman \( \alpha \) photons by CO\(_2\) is dependent upon temperature and does not have any analytical formula. However, laboratory measurements exist for the same [Venot et al., 2018].

Scattering by H: \( \exp\{- \int_r^{r_{\text{sun}}} n(r') \sigma_0(r') e^{-x'^2(r') ds'}\} \)

Substituting these expressions in equation (B1.5) we have:

\[ \frac{S_{x}^{\text{sun}}(r)}{\Delta v_D(r)} = \frac{F_0 \Delta v_D(r) n(r) \sigma_0(r)}{\sqrt{\pi} \Delta v_D(r)} e^{-r_{\text{CO}_2}(r, r_{\text{sun}})} e^{-x^2(r)} \]

\[ \times \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dx' e^{-x'^2(r)} \exp\{- \int_r^{r_{\text{sun}}} n(r') \sigma_0(r') e^{-x'^2(r')} ds'\} \] (B1.8)

Upon integrating over \( x \) on both sides,

\[ \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} S_x^{\text{sun}}(r) = S_0^{\text{sun}}(r); \quad \text{and} \quad \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dx \ e^{-x^2(r)} = \sqrt{\pi} \]
Therefore, equation (B1.8) reduces to

\[ S_0^\text{sun} (r) = \]

\[ g \, n(r) \, e^{-\tau \cos^2(r, r_{\text{sun}})} \frac{1}{\sqrt{\pi}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dx' e^{-x'^2(r)} \exp \left\{ - \int_{r}^{r_{\text{sun}}} n(r') \, \sigma_0(r') \, e^{-x'^2(r')} \, ds' \right\} \]  (B1.9)

In the above equation \( g \) is the excitation frequency given by equation \( g = \sqrt{\pi} \Delta \nu_{\text{ref}} \sigma_{\text{ref}} F_0 \).

Every \( x \) term and \( \sigma \) term in equation (B1.9) can be written in terms of their reference temperature counterpart using equations (B1.7a, B1.7b and B1.8) which leaves the source function to be dependent on temperature and density, both of which vary with \( r \) and \( \theta \).

For the multiple scattering source function, which is derived from equation (B1.4) has the form:

\[ S_0^\text{mult} (r) = \frac{b}{4\pi} \int_0^\infty d\nu' \, \kappa_{\nu'}^\text{sc} (r) \left\{ \int d\Omega' \, R(r; \nu, \nu') \int_{r}^{r_{\text{sun}}} S_{\nu'}(r') \, e^{-\tau_{\nu'}(r, r')} \, ds' \right\} \]  (B2.0)

In the above equation the term \( S_{\nu'}(r') \), which has a dependence on frequency \( \nu \), can be written as:

\[ S_{\nu'}(r') = S(r') \frac{e^{-x'^2(r)}}{\sqrt{\pi} \Delta \nu_0 (r)} \]

The forms of the various terms are already known from calculating the single scattering source function. However, unlike for the single scattering source function, the \( \sqrt{\pi} \Delta \nu_{\text{ref}} \) term does not reduce to \( 4\pi \). Substituting the various terms in equation (B2.0) we have:

\[ \frac{S_0^\text{mult} (r)}{\Delta \nu_0 (r)} = n(r) \, \sigma_0 (r) \left( \int \frac{d\Omega'}{4\pi} \right) \frac{e^{-x^2(r)}}{\sqrt{\pi}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dx' \, e^{-x'^2(r)} \right) \]

\[ \times \left( \int_{r}^{r_{\text{sun}}} ds' \, S(r') \right) \frac{e^{-x'^2(r)}}{\sqrt{\pi} \Delta \nu_0 (r)} \exp \left\{ - \int_{r}^{r_{\text{sun}}} n(r') \, \sigma_0(r''') \, e^{-x''''^2} \, ds \right\} \]  (B2.1)

Taking the integral of \( x \) on both sides, the above equation reduces to the following:

\[ S_0^\text{mult} (r) = n(r) \, \sigma_{\text{ref}} \left( \int \frac{d\Omega'}{4\pi} \right) \int_{r}^{r_{\text{sun}}} ds' \, S(r') \, e^{-\tau \cos^2 (r, r')} \frac{T_{\text{ref}}}{T(r')} \]

\[ \times \frac{1}{\sqrt{\pi}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dx' \, e^{-x'^2(r)} \, e^{-x'^2(r')} \, \exp \left\{ - \int_{r}^{r_{\text{sun}}} n(r'') \, \sigma_0(r''') \, e^{-x''''^2} \, ds \right\} \]  (B2.2)

With the expressions for the single and multiple scattering source functions, the total source function at any point \( r \) in the atmosphere can be written as:

\[ S_{\text{tot}} (r) = S_0^\text{sun} (r) + S_0^\text{mult} (r) \]  (B2.3)

The multiple scattering source function has the term \( S(r') \) in it which prevents the derivation of an analytical expression for the total source function. In order to solve the above equation, an
iterative approach is undertaken, where the first term is taken to be the zero-order solution [Bertaux, 1974; Quémerais and Bertaux, 1993]. Under this approach, equation (B2.3) is discretized and represented by the vectorial relation:

$$\vec{S}_{n+1} = \vec{S}_0 + [A] \vec{S}_n$$

(B2.4)

In the above equation $\vec{S}_{n+1}$ is the vector containing the source function values at all the grid points in the atmosphere after $n + 1$ iterations, $\vec{S}_0$ is the vector containing the single scattering source function at all the grid points, $[A]$ is the matrix of influence which contains information on the influence of all the grid points on every grid point due to the process of multiple scattering and $\vec{S}_n$ represents the total scattering source function (single and multiple) at all the grid points after the $n$th iteration. The matrix of influence is given by the expression:

$$a_{ij} = \sum_{\Omega_{ij}} \sigma_{\text{ref}} n_i \frac{d\Omega_{ij}}{4\pi} e^{-\tau_{\text{CO2ij}}} \frac{T_{\text{ref}}}{T(r_{ij})} \sqrt{\pi \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dx_i e^{-x_i^2} e^{-x_j^2} \exp \left\{ - \int_{r_i}^{r_k} n_{ik} \sigma_{0ik} e^{-x_{ik}^2} ds_k \right\} ds_j}$$

(B2.5)

The dimensionless coefficient $a_{ij}$ represents the contribution to the source function at grid point $j$ due to multiple scattering at grid point $i$. $d\Omega_{ij}$ is the solid angle within which point $i$ sees point $j$.

The iteration represented in equation (B2.4) is conducted until convergence is achieved which is determined by the condition:

$$\frac{||\vec{S}_{n+1} - \vec{S}_n||}{||\vec{S}_{n+1}||} \leq \delta = 1 \times 10^{-5}$$

(B2.6)

The norm of the vector indicates the maximum value for the vector.
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